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\(C\) \(G7\) \(F\) \(C\) \(Dm\) \(G7\) \(Am\) \(F\) \(Em\) \(C\) \(Dm\) \(G7\) \(E7\) \(F\) \(G7\) \(C\) \(E7\)

Is it a kind of a dream
fog along the horizon

Am \(F\) \(C\) \(G7\)

floating out on the tide
following the river of

\(C\) \(F\) \(Dm\) \(G7\)
cold sound of the air
nobody ever known

death downstream
when you go

\(E7\) \(G7\) \(C\) \(Em\) \(F\)

Oh is it a dream?

\(G7\) \(Em\) \(F\) \(Dm\)
bright eyes burning like

\(E7\) \(Am\) \(G7\) \(C\) \(F\)

how can you close and fail

\(G7\)

how can the light that burned so brightly

\(C\)

pale? bright eyes